Proteomics of colorectal cancer: overview of discovery studies and identification of commonly identified cancer-associated proteins and candidate CRC serum markers.
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a common cause of cancer-related mortality in the developed world. Improved methods for early detection and disease management are urgently needed. Many efforts in the past 5 years have been devoted to protein biomarker discovery for early detection of CRC. Here, we discuss identity-based studies employing tandem mass spectrometry that analyzed clinical material as well as model systems. Through meta-analysis we provide a list of CRC-associated tissue proteins discovered in multiple studies, with the greater majority being 2D gel-based discoveries coupled to MS/MS. So far only a limited number of CRC-associated proteins have been validated in serum for non-invasive testing for CRC. This list includes several intracellular and nuclear proteins that a priori would not have been considered candidate biomarkers based on their predicted subcellular localization. Finally, we highlight promising new directions that combine targeted analyses of subcellular proteomes, like the cell surface, secretome, exosome, and nuclear matrix, with nanoLC-MS/MS-based proteomics. We anticipate that in the near future, these novel mass spectrometry-based in-depth approaches will uncover many novel, specific CRC marker candidates in clinical tissues and that their targeted validation with multi-reaction monitoring MS will speed up development of non-invasive tests in feces and serum/plasma.